shows an example of the simultaneous walk. Note that the current position of the random walker is marked as a blue color, and pair of neighboring nodes with positive node similarity score are marked as the same color. Given the current position of the random walker (u c , v c ), if there is a pair of neighboring nodes with positive node similarity, random walkers in each network can simultaneously move to its neighboring nodes, and its transition probability is proportional to the pair-wise node similarity score s (u i , v j ). Transition probability for the simultaneous walk is given by
where N (u c , v c ) is the set of neighboring nodes for the current position of the random walker.
As shown in Figure S2 , if there are no pair of neighboring nodes with positive node similarity, only one arbitrary selected random walker can move to its neighboring node so that random walker can search homologous nodes at the new position. In this case, the selection probability for the random walker is proportional to the size of the network. If the random walker in the query network is selected and it moves to its neighboring nodes, the transition probability for the individual walk is given by
where |U| and |V| are the size of the each network.
Otherwise, if the random walker in the target network is selected and it moves to its neighboring nodes, the transition probability for the individual walk is given by Figure S1 . Illustration of the simultaneous walk over two networks. S2 Illustration of the pre-processing step Figure S3 shows an example for removing non-homologous nodes in the target network. Non-homologous nodes in the target network are marked as a gray colored circle, and removing non-homologous nodes would make the target network disconnected as shown in Figure 3(b) . Hence, we insert the pseudo edge between nodes in the disconnected subnetworks. Figure S4 shows an example for inserting pseudo edges. Blue dotted lines represent the pairwise node similarity between the node in the query and target network, and it can be used to determine the protein homology between protein nodes in the query and target network. Even though two proteins share a common potential homologous protein in the query network, if it belongs to the same subnetwork in the target network, we will not insert the pseudo edge. Otherwise, we insert pseudo edges which are the red colored edges in Figure 4 (b).
YƵĞƌǇ ŶĞƚǁŽƌŬ dĂƌŐĞƚ ŶĞƚǁŽƌŬ
(a) Query and target network including nonhomologous nodes. Gray colored nodes represent the non-homologous nodes.
(b) Ill-connected target network after removing non-homologous nodes. Figure S3 . Example for the pre-processing step: removing non-homologous nodes.
(a) Before inserting pseudo edges: pink colored proteins in the target network share the common potential homologous protein (yellow colored) in the query network.
(b) Target network with pseudo edges. Red colored edges are the inserted pseudo edges between two proteins having a common potential homologous node in the query network. Figure S4 . Example for the pre-processing step: inserting pseudo edges. Figure S5 . Flow chart of SEQUOIA and a corresponding toy example.
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Performance assessment for various GO ontology aspects S4.1 Performance assessment for the ontology aspect of the cellular component S5 Performance improvement through post-filtering based on the extension reward score
S4.3 Performance assessment for the ontology aspect of the molecular function
After the seed network is fully extended, removing nodes based on the extension reward score can improve the biological significance of the querying result. It should be noted that, although our objective is not to find the densely connected subnetwork, SEQUOIA still identifies a dense subnetwork in the target network because i) proteins having a direct interaction are highly likely to share the common functionality [2] , and ii) several know biological complexes tend to be densely connected [3] [4] [5] . To this aim, we removed some nodes in the extended network based on the extension reward score, where it can measure the relative contribution of each node to make a dense network. Figure S18 shows the performance comparison of the querying results with and without the postfiltering based on the extension reward score. As we can see in Table S7 , although the post-filtering removes about 2,100 nodes in the querying results over 863 querying cases, Figure 18 (a) and Figure 18 (c)
show that it has a negligible effect on the significant hits and hits. However, Figure 18 show that number of significant FC hits and FC hits are substantially improved by applying the postfiltering based on the extension reward score, where it also leads the enhanced significant SPE and SPE. Table S7 . Significant specificity and specificity for SEQUOIA with and without the post-filtering for the ontology aspect of the cellular component. 
